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ABSTRACT 

and effective height cime 1 er-» radiation resistance 
4. ■ ®fßnt| of the very low ireeupnrv ivrvM 
transmitting station NWC at the U S Nav^ r Y . 
Station, North West Cape, Australia * ïh! M C°mrnun lca t * °n 

r°eUÍfcrJanUary rd -''P-" = “i e“?a0:r^0< 
Performance evaluation of this now transmitting station 

The radiation parameters were determined fnv. ri„ 
operating frequencies; 14.2, lb .5 19 a oí ? ^ fiVe 
kc/s. with th2 xy*0» 22.3, and 27,3 

* <ïh îhe transmitting antenna operating with ajl 

¡it.riin.H *°p-1°adin8 Pa"^- -Phe parameters were aîs„ 
determined for the antenna operating with five w * 
at only four frequencies: lb,5 19 h oo o h wxca, id,a, 19.8, 22.3, and 27,3 kc/s. 

rd«:iriTsUyatef"ra^er^“;"d0-Sadri---d"ilPnf wUh 

aatd:tre1d1:ot^nCpr:«L:sf.the ^ 

PROBLEM STATUS 

This is the final report for this problem. 

« 

AUTHORIZATION 

NHL Problem PIU-39A 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command 

* 
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RADIATION PARAMETERS OF THF 

VÍnDTRANSMITTING STATION NWC, 
NORTH WEST CAPE, AUSTRALIA 

l.o INTRODUCTION 

( call îetVtIïsJ1°wc)rL9s6bneCen<cVLF,ttra"S"i«i"* «atic 
".vy at North West Cape S. 

bfgíe r°ut£ne operation’about 1 ^^6^96? SCîeduled 
Of the "Proof of Performance" *967, As ^ Part 
transmitting station, personnel fíomtT rf l"1* neW 
Research Laboratory (NRL) He+o • °j the U* S* Naval 
meters, radiation Lsístánce a^ffe^ r\dl?tío" Pa^' 
antenna system in January r k fectlve height, of its 
tenna basically consists^! onl6^1"3^ 1967 ‘ The NWC an- 
umbrella-type top-loading, This top-loadiSy?fnetrical 
six diamond-shaped panels each of whirh ß ,ConSÍStS of 
and disconnected from the rest nf *hh Ch Can be lowered 
The radiation parameters were measured^Systern* 
frequencies with the antenna system in iï* ^ operatinP 

with C°nc4?ion. and at four frequencies with^t1* SÍX' 
foÍ the i í1Ve’panelsi one Panel being loweÜd ÍndPeratÍng for the latter condition, ß 10Wered and groundec 

2.0 MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES 

2•1 General 

most VLF antennas are elert**i„Äii 
is. their physical dimensions are spalí7 Sh0rt* thnt 
wavelength. The VLF transmitting a11 comPared to a 

0. S. Naval Communication Staten ""C ” the 
is such an antenna, employinu in’.ff UeSt Capc» Austra 
element with umbrella-Iype toD-lUfr“0 ’t! sihri. vertica 
ponent of the antenna ií the online^?; a vertical oom- 
rectiy contributinE to the farlfieln îî °f the ant*n"s d 
loading acts to increase the IIÍÍLí radiatl°"- T», top- 
in the vertical component IherebI in' C“^^,n, distributio 
field. * thereby increasing the radiated 

measure of *11 a Effect i venes s^as a”tenna is a 
onergy. The radiation resistance r!dlatt>r of «lectromagne' 
system is a fictitious ouantiîï bul of tra"s'"itting antenn, 
resistance that, when inserted7^ ' be '»Pressed as thi 

. inserted in series with the antenna, 
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will consume the same amount of power as is actually 
radiated. The radiation resistance, R , is used in de¬ 
termining the power, radiated by the transmitting 
station from the relation 

Where, Ia is the transmitting antenna current. 

For an antenna system such as that at Î1WC, neither 
the effective height nor the radiation resistance can be 
measured directly or theoretically calculated from a prac¬ 
tical model to a sufficient degree of accuracy. Both of 
these parameters can be calculated if the radiated power 
and corresponding antenna current of the transmitting 
system are known. The radiated power can be determined 
from measurements of the field strength existing at a 
known distance from the transmitting antenna. For the 
greatest accuracy, these field strength measurements 
should be made in the region where the field strength, E, 
is proportional to the inverse of the distance, <1, from 
the transmitting antenna. Since the field strength measure¬ 
ments, even in this region, are affected by local conditions 
such as abrupt changes in ground conductivity and more so 
by transmission lines, fences, etc., a large number of mea¬ 
surements must be made at many distances and bearings from 
the transmitting antenna to insure a high degree of overall 
accuracy. 

The radiation resistance, R in ohms, can be de¬ 
termined from the relation r 

r90 i'* Í 2-2 ) 
a 

where, d is the distance from the transmitting antenna in 
kilometers, E if the field strength in millivolts per meter, 
and la is the antenna current in amperes. Using the same 
units and the frequency, f in kilocycles, the effective 
height, h in meters, is determined from 

h *796 E d 
e T7T- (2-3) 
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In a theoretical treatment of the radiation char¬ 
acteristics of an electrically short monopole antenna, 
the antenna current is normally considered to be the 
current at the base of the monopole. The radiation 
resistance under this idealized situation is the clas¬ 
sical value for the antenna alone. For the practical 
situations involved with the subject system, the antenna 
current as measured and stated here is not necessarily 
the current at the base of the antenna and may include 
some loss currents, The radiation resistance obtained 
using these measured antenna currents is therefore an 
effective value influenced by these losses. 

More details of the near-fields from a VLF trans¬ 
mitting antenna are given by Garner and Raudenbush (1). 

2,2 Field Strength Measurements 

The radiation resistance and effective height of the 
NWC transmitting system were determined from a large num¬ 
ber of field strength measurements at known distances from 
the NWC antenna in the region where the field strength is 
proportional to the inverse of the distance. The field 
strengths were measured using seven DECO Field Intensity 
Meters, Model C 400-A, manufactured by DECO Electronics, 
These equipments employ a loop antenna and are calibrated 
to measure field strengths in dB relative to one microvolt 
per meter. 

Special, two-minute, key-down transmissions were 
provided by NWC for the field strength measurements, 
Measurements were made at five operating frequencies, 
14,2, 15,5, 19,8, 22,3, and 27,3 kc/s, with the NWC an¬ 
tenna in the six-panel condition. Four of these same 
frequencies, with 14,2 kc/s being eliminated, were used 
for the five-panel condition measurements, Starting at 
the beginning of each hour a two-minute transmission was 
made at the lowest frequency, A two-minute transmission 
at the next lowest frequency was then made beginning 10 
minutes after the hour with the next frequency being trans¬ 
mitted at 20 minutes after, and so on, for all frequencies 
used. This cycle was repeated for each hour from 0800 to 
1800 local time each day that field strength measurements 
were made. The six-panel measurements were made on 25, 
26, and 31 January, and the five-panel measurements were 
made on 3 February 1967, 
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There were between four and six field strength 
measuring teams operating simultaneously although 
measurements were not necessarily made each hour by 
each team. Normally each team would make a measure¬ 
ment at each transmission frequency at a particular 
site then move to the next site, At each site, the 
loop of the field strength meter was carefully nulled 
and then rotated precisely 90 degrees for maximum re¬ 
sponse, The dB relation of the null to the maximum 
signal level was then recorded. The magnetic bearing 
of the loop when oriented for a maximum signal response 
was also recorded. The magnetic bearing from each mea¬ 
surement site to the NWC antenna was determined from a 
map, The loop null depth and bearing data were used in 
the evaluation of the reliability of the data from each 
measurement site, Metallic objects such as fences, 
power lines above or below ground, etc., produce local 
anomalies and can often be detected by poor loop nulls 
or errors in bearing. 

The metering circuit of the C 4Q0-A Field Intensity 
Meters is such that field changes of 0.1 dl relative to 
one microvolt per meter are detectable, with estimates 
to the nearest 0.05 dB being possible. Each of these 
meters were accurately calibrated in a standard field 
using the two-loop method of calibration just prior to 
and following the field measurements. No meter showed 
a change greater than 0.1 dB relative to one microvolt 
per meter over the period of the field measurements. 
Three precision miliiamme ters with an accuracy of 0,5 
percent were checked against each other and were used 
as the primary reference for the two-loop method of cali¬ 
bration, and also for standardizing each C 400-A meter 
each morning of the days on which field measurements were 
made. It is believed that the calibration techniques 
used resulted in measurement accuracies witnin plus or 
minus 0,1 dB relative to one microvolt per meter. To 
improve the overall measurement accuracy several measure¬ 
ments were made at some sites by different measurement 
t e a m s . 

^ ^ i* i s T anee Measurements 

It can be seen from equations (?-2) and (2-3), that 
the distance from the transmitting antenna to the field 
measurement sites should be measured to an accuracy as 
good or better than that of the field strength measure¬ 
ments in order to determine the radiation resistance and 
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effective height to 
the errors of E and 

the usual 
of work. 

a high degree of accuracy, since 
d are additive. The North West 

Cape area is not accurately mapped, thereby eliminating 
method of distance measurement for this type 

..Dr . Therefore, in preparation for this program, 
K investigated a distance measuring method employing 

phase tracking techniques. It was found that by emolov- 
ing this method oí distance measurement from phase-stable. 
Vul transmitting stations, an accuracy of 2 percent rela¬ 
tive to known reference distances could be obtained. 

of from the center 
S out h Ba s c sur v qy 

Tantabiddi and Tulki 
^ ..-. . .... survey- 

All three of these reference points were 

At North West Cape, the distances 
.the NWC transmitting antenna to the 

point on the east coast and to the Tantabiddi 
Wells on the west coast were determined by normal 
mg techniques. All three of these reference p 
near fences. Therefore, NRL personnel established secondary 
references 500 feet from the surveyed references and the 

{en^;s 1 il having been experimentally determined 
that this distance from a fence was sufficient to avoid 
anomalies in the phase of the radiated field. 

Two vehicles were equipped with VLF phase tracking 
systems, A rotatable loop antenna was mounted in the 
center of the roof of the vehicle. This antenna was' 
coupled to a Tracer, Inc. Model 599H, VLF Tracking Re- 
Modir* ^ vehicle a General Technology Corporation 
bedel 304-b Rubidium frequency Standard was used as the 
local oscillator, with a Sulzer Model 2.5 Frequency Stan¬ 
dard being used in the secoprt vehicle. The latter fre¬ 
quency standard is a quartz crystal oscillator and was 
found not suited for mobile operation over the rough ter- 

occasional "fb ShOCk vib™tion produced occasional jumps m phase. 

Continuous phase-stable transmissions were provided 
i-y NWC at 15.5 kc/s for the measurement of the distances 
to the field measurement sites on the Cape. The phase 
tracking equipped vehicles were driven to one of the above 
secondary reference sites and the received relative phase' 
or. the NWC transmission was then recorded. The vehicle 
wns then driven to each field measurement site and after 
remaining stationary at each site for several minutes the 
relative phase was tabulated for each site. The vehicle 

the Î.ÎÎ" r,tUrüed t0.the lnitlal secondary reference and t.ie ral.itïvo phase there was aEain noted. Any chan.o in 
relative phase occurring between the initial and final 
readings at the reference site could be caused by a 
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frequency offset between the NWC and local oscillators, 
The phase readings were corrected for such offsets by 
linear interpolation, depending upon the elapsed time 
between the measurement and reference site phase read¬ 
ings. The frequency offset between the rubidium fre¬ 
quency standard used in the vehicle and the NWC standard 
was measured before and after the distance measurements, 
This offset was small and did not change, and was such as 
to account for the change in phase as measured at the sec¬ 
ondary reference site. These relative phase measurements 
were then converted to distances from the NWC antenna to 
the field measurement sites on the Cape, It is believed 
that the distances thus obtained have an accuracy of plus 
or minus 0,1 kilometer. 

In addition to the sites on the Cape, three islands 
in a north-easterly direction from NWC were used for field 
measurements. The distances to these island sites were 
scaled from a map published by the Hydrographic Service, 
Royal Australian Navy and entitled Australia - North West 
Coast, "Exmouth Gulf", Aus, 182, The accuracy of these 
distances is believed to be commensurate with those mea¬ 
sured on the Cape, 

2.4 Antenna Current Measurements 

At the time of the subject measurements, the NWC 
antenna current meter had not yet bean calibrated, There¬ 
fore, a temporary method for measuring the antenna current 
was employed. This consisted of a loop antenna rigidly 
mounted in the antenna switch room and coupled to a volt¬ 
meter calibrated to indicate antenna current. 

It should be noted that the final calibration of the 
NWC antenna current meter may not agree precisely with the 
antenna currents as measured'by this loop-voltmeter system, 
Xf that is found to be so, the values of radiation resistance 
and effective height quoted herein may have to be changed 
to reflect these differences in antenna current i ndicatTcTns, 

3.0 FIELD STRENGTH MEASUREMENT SITES 

A total of 31 sites were used for field strength mea¬ 
surements, One of these, the "monitor site" was more or less 
continuously used as a reference site for this program and for 
other proof of performance tests, It is 14,2 km from the NWC 
antenna on the elevated terrain toward the center of the Cape, 
west of the Shire of Exmouth, Three other sites were on the 
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islands northeast of the Cape. These islands. Observation 
Long, and Anchor, were chosen giving consideration to theii 
distances from NWC, their accessibility by boat, and their 
relative position with respect to other islands that could 

efffcís ?he an0rn^eS the field due to discontinuity 
in^Figure ï? re"alnlng 27 Sltes the Cape as shoÜn 

The field sites on the Cape were divided into two 

fîn^t'half 0nTîh%eaSt ?alf of the CaPe a"d those on e west half. The Cape sites were chosen, in general. 
If ?ÍrVan even distribution of sites along the two halves 
of the Cape at distances between 14 and 70 km. Each site 

HI lllUl.lMM0 be We^,a“ay fr°" a”^ obstacleCthatte was believed to be a possible cause of a local field 
anomaly. Each site on the Cape was marked by a metal 

íaaC«nPhSt °" WhlC? WaS mounted a site identification 
tag such as that shown in Figure 2, These site markers 
have been left in place so that they may be us'd ?or fS- 
ture work such as this. 

th. westthaï'frofrt>,!iÎh "Un,ber 1 through 16 were used on tne west half of the Cape, and numbers 21 through 31 on 

For future ¿ The "n’onitor site" is marked number 35. 
future reference, a description of each field measure¬ 

ment site and its distance to the center tower ( T 1 
NWC VLF transmitting antenna is giv« biloï" ThlSi U Ôîîv 

^trbaî'fuer:strrk) running ”°‘th a"d Ií:íg th. y west half of the Cape. All the field sites on the west 
half are within 50 feet of this road and on the side toward 

has on?vn* except,as not0d. The east half of the Cape also 

aboutn4 0 °nes°I ^°rh bUt thÍS 18 hard s^^faced for about 40 miles south from Point Murat. 

Sites on west half of Cape - 

and on!°InH! Th^e® mi^es north of Yardie Creek Homestead 
and one and one-half miles south of fence at Five-Mile 
Well, and 200 feet from road (d * 14,0 km). 

Creek "0rth °f ïardla 

Creek £0^.^.,^( d'^i^n^K"“" 

(d = 23!354km)y°Ur "UeS 8°“th °f Yardle 'reek Homestead 
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lio. 5 : This is a secondary reference site and is 
500 feet from Tantabiddi Well away from NWC (d * 24,6 km). 

No. 6¡ One and one-half miles south of Tantabiddi 
Well (d * 26,6 km). 

No. 7s Five and one-half miles south of Tantabiddi 
Well and 1,8 miles north of fence at Milyering Well 
(d = 30.4 km). 

No. 8: One and one-half miles south of fence at 
Milyering Well (d = 35.0 km). 

No, 9 s Four and one-half miles south of fence at 
Milyering Well and 1,6 miles north of fence at Tulkx Well 
(d = 39. 0 km). 

No, 101 This is a secondary reference site and is 
500 feet from Tulki Well toward NWC (d * 40,8 km). 

No, ll! Two and one-half miles south of fence at 
Tulki Well (d * 44,9 km). 

No. 12} About 200 feet south of Mandu Mandu Creek 
and 4.8 miles south of fence at Tulki Well (d = 47,4 km), 

No. 13: Two and one-half miles south of Mandu Mandu 
Creek and 1.3 miles north of fence at Pilgramunna Well 
(d * 50,6 km). 

No. 14} Four miles south of site no. 13 (d = 57,5 km). 

No. 15} On the east side of the road one mile north 
of the fence at Yardie Well (d = 63,3 km). 

No. 16} Near the end of the road toward Yardie Creek 
and 1.3 miles south of the fence at Yardie Well, This site 
was not used and its distance to NWC was not measured since 
the road between sites 15 and 16 was impassable during most 
of the period of this work due to Cyclone Elsie. 

Sites on east half of Cape. - 

No, 21! This is a secondary reference site based on 
the South Base survey point and 500 feet from this point 
(d » 13.43 km). 

No, 22s About 0,3 miles west of N-S road just north 
of Munbowra Creek (d * 20,2 km). 
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on Shot hole 3C any on roíd^hUhlsl^8 “?” °f ^ 
Munbowra Creek (d = 26,6 km). *6 miles south °f 

500 feet *west ^ ^ 

2.7 .ills west oí nTÍo^U0! “:r",!nife ROad ab°Ut 

from the°N-s"road ( ) ! KnÍf6 R°ad ab°Ut 7,2 TT,iles 

No, 27: About 1,3 miles wec-t- m c 
side of dirt track which is u o • °f N_S road on n°rth 
Knife Road (d = 42„5 km). * 65 S°Uth °f Charles 

airport°terminal°anH °l 'î' r°ad pi,st the ^ar.outh 
of the terminal (d = 47^85 ki)i,Uarter '"lle nor,thueal 

miles llutV'oi roa^leadin^to'^Lea °f N- ' --1 leading to Learmouth airport (d = 54.15 kni)t 

«en (L°; FÍ¿„r:bír<d10í sJíS LT the Sh0re Landing 

running H-s through^ümouth n" 6331 Side °f r°ad 
miles south of th^ Hom^tlíd id ^ 2'5 

Island Sites, - 

the island < d^hoí^km)'<ear the 5hore on east side of 

tremity of the^iLnd'id ^Sai^km)!" S°Utheast e,<- 

ity of^e^Lí^rid =“Í"6Sí:n the SOUth«» ««rem. 

that the^field lilt "** tali-ed 
east half of the Caifwi.nî I Y the sites along the 
propagation grazingPthe cofstíií ant>"al:1es due to the 
along the east haï? îeïe ïhïsL ^ a ï"" °f *he sites were chosen to detect this effect 
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while others were chosen to avoid it . The path to 
site no. 30 was virtually a j 1 o v e r w a t « r vj i t h 1 i t tie 
possibility of grazing effects. three siles, 24, 25, 
and 26, approximately on an arc from NWC, were used 
along Charles Knife Road to detect any coastline graz¬ 
ing. The path to site no. 24 was along the shoreline, 
whereas the path to site no. 26 was all over . and. The 
field strength data showed little coastline grazing ef¬ 
fect, if any, as will be discussed later. 

4.0 DATA PROCESSING 

The field strength measurement cata were tabulated 
on data sheets as illustrated in Figure 3, At the end 
of each series of measurements, the data were reviewed 
to determine the reliability of the Individua1 data 
samples. This review was based on the depths of the loop 
antenna nulls, the bearing of the maximum loop response, 
and operator comments. After the data were reviewed and 
found acceptable, the corrected field strength, E, for 
each measurement was tabulated after applying; appropriate 
meter correction factors. 

The field strength meters, employ ing a shielded 
loop antenna, measured the total magnetic field which 
is the resultant of the induction and radiation fields. 
The effect of the induction field on the total magnetic 
field was calculated and the magnitude of this effect 
was eliminated from the field strength measurements after 
the meter correction factors had been applied. The in¬ 
duction field effects diminish rapidly as distance and 
frequency increase. At a distance of 12,43 kilometers 
(site no. 21) and a frequency of 1.4.2 kc/s, 0.31 dB of 
the total magnetic field is the result of the effect of 
the induction field. At this same frequency, and at a 
distance of 23,35 kilometers (site no.4}, the contribution 
of the induction field to the total field is reduced to 
0,09 dB. At 19.8 kc/s the induction field accounts for 
only 0.16 dB of the. total magnetic field even at the 
shortest distance used, 12,43 kilometers, 

After applying the meter correction factors and 
taking into account the effects of the induction field, 
the field strengths were normalized to a constant antenna 
current for euch transmission frequency, For most of the 
special, transmissions for these measurements, the NWC an¬ 
tenna current, I , was adjusted to the same value at a 
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particular^ frequency, The antenna current used for 
normalization was, therefore, the value most frequently 
used for each 'frequency. The corrected field strengths 
normalized to a constant antenna current were then nor¬ 
malized to a distance, d, of ]00 kilometers and identified 
a s E J d . 

The number of field strength measurements made at 
each site and at each frequency were not necessarily the 
same. Also, the measurements at some sites were consis¬ 
tently low, and at others, consistently high compared to 
the overall average. In order to avoid giving undue weight 
to any site, all measurements at a site for a particular’ 
frequency were averaged, (arithmetic mean) and these in¬ 
dividual site averages were then used in determining the 
overall average (arithmetic mean) field strength normalized 
to a constant antenna current and distance, EId. Since the 
average field strength, L1, in millivolts per meter, was 
normalized to a distance of IOC kilometers, the expression 
for the radiated power I-’r, in kilowatts, reduces to 

..2 

Pr = Lifi/9’ (4-1) 

The 
using the 

radiation resistances, 
equation 

Rr in ohms, were calculated 

r = V^a (4-2) 

where, is the radiated power in watts and I is the 
corresponding nominal value of antenna currentain amperes 

The values for the antenna effective height, h in 
meters, were calculated using eq. (2-3), which,’ sincl^TT, 
is normalized to a distance of 100 kilometers, reduces Id 

he = 7.06X.10l'"T^d/Iaf (4-3) 

where, is the same as used in eq. (h-2) and f is the 
frequency in kilocycles per second. 
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5.0 RLSUrid AND DISCUSSION 

The normal operating condition of the VLF trans¬ 
mitting antenna system for NWC is with the full, six- 
panei top-loading, However, the antenna can be operated 
with one of the top-loading panels, lowered and grounded, 
and therefore the radiation resistance and effective height 
of the antenna system were measured for both the six-panel 
and five-panel conditions. However, more field strength 
measurements were made for the six-panel condition than for 
the five-panel condition. The field strength measurements 
for the six-panel condition were made at 29 sites, plus 
the monitor-site for reference, on 25, 26, and 31 January 
1967, These sites consisted of 15 on the west half of the 
Cape, 11 on the east half, and three islands. Only 23 sites 
were used for measurements for the five-panel condition on 
3 February 1967; 12 on the west half, 9 on the east half, 
and two of the islands, Observation and Long, 

5,1 Six-Panel Operation 

The measured field strengths corrected for meter factors 
and normalized to a constant current, Ia, are presented in 
Figures 4 through 8 for the NWC antenna operating with all 
six panels, It can be seen that the data have very little 
scatter about the average inverse distance curve, These 
data show much less scatter than similar data recorded when 
making similar measurements at other VLF transmitting stations. 
It can be seen from Table 1 that when the data from all mea¬ 
surement sites are considered, the standard deviation is about 
three percent of the average, normalized field strength. 

In spite of the very small scattering of the field 
strength data, the data do show definite local terrain ef¬ 
fects, The standard deviation, as given in Table 1, is 
considerably higher for the data from the sites on the east 
half of the Cape than for the data from the west half. Sites 
number 24, 25, and 26 (Figure 1) were very nearly equidistant 
from NWC, but the propagation path to each was considerably 
different. The paths to sites 25 and 26 were all over land, 
Both of these latter paths were over some of the hilly, cen¬ 
tral portion of the Cape with the path to site 26 having the 
larger percentage of the hilly terrain. The central part of 
the Cape is very rocky and probably has a conductivity much 
lower than the low, coastal areas. The normalized field 
strengths at site 24 were always lower than those at site 25, 
which were in turn always lower than at 26, The data at the 
monitor site, which was in the hilly, central portion of the 
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TABLE I 

s:;;;;; 
100 KM FOR SIX-PAMEL OPERATIO» DISTANCE OF 

No , of 

19.8 
19.8 
19.8 

22.3 
22.3 
22.3 

27.3 
27.3 
27.3 

Sites Samples 

W 
E 

ALL 

W 
E 

ALL 

W 
E 

ALL 

W 
E 

ALL 

W 
E 

ALL 

14 
11 
28 

15 
11 
29 

15 
11 
29 

15 
11 
29 

15 
11 
29 

53.4 
53.7 
53.4 

53.2 
53.8 
53 , 5 

61.9 
61.3 
61.7 

62.2 
62.0 
62.1 

71.9 
70.2 
71.1 

0.781 
2.14 
1.69 

1.35 
1.52 
1,42 

1.01 
1.99 
1.50 

1 
1, 
1, 

1. 
2. 
1. 

,10 
98 
51 

44 
17 
95 

1.46 
3 
3 

2 , 

2 , 

2, 

98 
16 

54 
82 
66 

1.63 
3.25 
2.43 

1.77 
3.20 
2.44 

2.00 
3.09 
2.74 
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Cape, tended to be hiph compared with the data from the 
other sites, The propagation paths to many of the sites 
along the west hall of the Cape were over the hilly, central 
region. The data from these sites however did not show any 
tendency toward being high compared with the averages. There 
were no definite tendencies in the data measured at sites 
grazing the coastline except that the data from the east 
sites had a greater standard deviation than did the data 
from the west sites. 

The radiation parameters for the NWC antenna system 
operating with all six panels are given in Table 2 and 
figure 8, Because of the way in which the transmitting 
antenna current was measured, the value for the parameters 
presented in Table 2 and Figure 8 may be changed slightly 
following the completion of the NWC Proof of Performance 
testing as discussed previously in section 2,4, 

5 , 2 Five-Panel Operations 

The NWC transmitting system can be operated with one 
of the antenna top-loading panels lowered and grounded. The 
radiation parameters for the five-panel condition were mea¬ 
sured in the same manner as for the six-panel condition ex¬ 
cept that fewer measurement sites, and only four frequencis, 
were used. The field strengths for the five-panel operation 
are given in fimures 10 through 13 and show the same ten¬ 
dencies as noted ; or the six-panel operation. 

The radiation parameters for the NWC antenna system 
operating with only live-panels are given in Table 3 and 
Figure 14. It will be noted that the values of radiation 
resistance and effective height at 15,5 kc/s for the five- 
panel condition are slightly higher than those for the six- 
panel condition. It is believed that the parameters at 
It.5 kc/s are equal, or very nearly so, for both the five- 
and six-panel conditions. The slightly higher values for 
the five-panel condition are due to the use of fewer mea¬ 
surement sites for this condition. When the data from the 
same sites are considered for both five- and six-panel con¬ 
ditions, the resulting parameters are essentially equal. 

b„3 Monitor-Site Results 

During the period of the subject measurement program, 
the field strength of most of the special NWC transmissions 
were measured at the monitor site. The field strength mea¬ 
surements made at the monitor site were not used in the 
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TABLE 2 

FINAL RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS 
OF THE RADIATION PARAMETERS 

OF THE VLF TRANSMITTING STATION NWC 

JANUARY 1967 

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA OPERATING WITH SIX PANELS 

Freq. I p 
a r 

—ÆüUüjL* kw 

R h 
r e 

Ohms Meters Sites* 

14.2 1628 
*« h 

» h 
" it 

314 0.119 183 
318 0.120 184 
314 0.118 183 
301 0,114 179 

ALL 
E 
W 
I 

15.5 1488 
» h 

It It 

ft It 

315 0.142 184 
320 0,144 185 
312 0.141 183 
317 0,143 184 

ALL 
E 
W 
I 

19.8 1324 
" h 

» h 

» it 

423 0,241 187 
418 0,238 186 
426 0,243 188 
426 0.243 188 

ALL 
E 
W 
I 

22.3 1152 
It ff 

It It 

ff ft 

429 0.323 193 
426 0.321 192 
431 0.324 193 
430 0.324 193 

ALL 
E 
W 
I 

27.3 
II 

It 

1049 
tt 

it 

562 0.511 198 
547 0,497 195 
575 0.522 200 
555 0,504 196 

ALL 
E 
W 
I 

*Ei Sites on east half of Cape. 
W: Sites on west half of Cape. 
I: Sites on Observation Island, Long Island, and 

Anchor Island * 
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calculation of the radiation parameters. The monitor 
site data were compared with the other field strength 
measurements to yield a calibration tactor so that fu¬ 
ture field strength measurements at that site can be 
converted to measurements of radiated power. 

used ltelL"ere-l"° “eid Stren*th measuring equipments 
used at the monitor site; a DECO Field Intensity Meter 
Model C 4Û0-A, serial number 003, and an experimental * 
equipment which will be referred to as the DECO "Special" 
meter. The monitor site calibration data are given'in 
Table 4«, The meter correction factors given in Table 4 
are, of course, applicable only for the two equipments 
listed, for correcting their indicated field strengths 
for meter calibration errors, The site Pr factors ’can 
be used to convert any, absolute field strength measure- 
ment in dBrelative to one microvolt per meter, made for 

ínCHÍrdnfTTllSS10nS at the monitor site. to radiated power 
in dB relative to one kilowatt. The site P factor takes 
into account any local field anomaly and the contribution 
of the induction field to the total field measured. The 
monitor site was 14.2 kilometers from the NWC center tower. 
The contribution of the induction field to the total mag¬ 
netic field (using a loop antenna) measured at this dis¬ 
tance was calculated for the five frequencies used, 14,2. 

o ó n' i9 io' n2în* änd 27>3 kc/s» and was found to be 0.24, 
0.20, 0.13, 0.10, and 0.07 dB, respectively. This means, 
or example, that, if the NWC field strength at 15,5 kc/s 

is measured using a loop antenna at the monitor site the 
radiated field is 0.20 dB less than the total measured 
field which includes both the radiated and induction fields 
However, as mentioned above, the induction field effect has 
already been taken into account in determining the site P 
factors given in Table 4, r 
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TABLE 3 

final results of measurements 
OF THE RADIATION PARAMETERS 

OF THE VLF TRANSMITTING STATION NWC 

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA 

Freq, 

kc/s 

15,5 
It 

If 

II 

1488 
it 

it 

h 

316 
320 
314 

306 

19.8 
h 
» 
h 

22.3 
h 
h 
h 

2 7.3 
it 

h 
it 

1324 
it 

h 

it 

1152 
h 
it 

h 

1049 
ti 

h 
« 

412 
404 

418 
413 

419 

416 
422 
424 

548 
537 
559 
53 5 

FEBRUARY 1967 

OPERATING WITH FIVE PANELS 

R 

r 

Ohms 

0.143 
0.145 
0,142 
0,138 

0.235 
0,230 
0.239 

0.235 

0,316 
0.313 
0,318 
0,320 

0,498 
0,488 
0,508 
0.486 

h 
e 

Meters 

184 

185 
184 
181 

185 
183 
186 
185 

190 
190 
191 
191 

195 
193 
197 
193 

Sites* 

ALL 
E 
W 
I 

ALL 
E 
W 

I 

ALL 
E 
W 
I 

ALL 
E 
W 

I 

;{Es Sites on east half of Cape. 
W: Sites on west half of Cape. 

" SlteS on Observation Island and Long Island. 
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Table 4 

MONITOR SITE CALIBRATION 

Meter Freq » Meter Site 
Correction P 

Factor1 Factor2 
kc/s db db 

DECO "Special" 14.2 
15.5 
19.8 
22.3 
27.3 

C400-A ( 003 ) 14,2 
15.5 
19.8 
22.3 
27.3 

+0,6 - 87.0 
+0.7 -87,0 
+0.8 - 87,2 
+0.7 - 87.1 

See Note - 87,3 

+0.7 - 87.0 
+0.7 - 87.0 
+0.8 -87.2 
+0.8 -87,1 
+0.8 - 87,3 

Factor required for converting meter field strength 
readings to correct field strength in db relative to 
one microvolt per meter. Correction factors were de¬ 
rived from a "two loop" method calibration. 

? 
Factor required for converting corrected field strength 
measurements in db relative to one microvolt per meter 
to radiated power, Pr, ir db relative to ,one kilowatt. 
The meter correction factor must be applied before ap¬ 
plying the site P factor, 

r 

M °t e 8 The meter correction factor for the DECO "Special" 
meter was + 0,8 db at 27,3 kc/s during the six-panel 
measurements .( 25 , 26 , 6 31 Jan. 1967 ) and + 1.2 db 
during the five-panel measurements (3 Feb, 1967), 
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NORTH WEST CAPE AREA 
tCAit I til MM 

Figure 1 - North West Cape, Australia showing 
sites used for field strength measurements 
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Figure 2 - Field strength measurement site identification tag 
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Data Sheet A 

FIELD STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS 

Dat e él (> fl ¿7 C ß ßrookas. . Jr 
Operators: W £ ¿Jrner 

Time 

Local 

Site 
Ident. 

Bearing 
Deg. Mag. 

F req. 

kc /s 

Meter Cal. Atten. 
E 

db> l ¡N/m 
Remarks Range 

n 
Read. 

mV 
10 
db 

1.0 
db 

0.1 
db Comp. Loop 

/ava. Ä/ ON -JÏ 21.3 / */0* 0.5S5 // 7 5.5 IN.55 
WOl n 0)S /6" N.2 1 NO* OH // 1 b HI. 6 
iHrx. 11 015 15 )5.5 /* (o* 0-725 // 2 3.5 U2.35 
Nil 11 015 15 /i.S /NO* 0-785 // 3 5 //3.5 
Nil 21 oiS 15 7.1-3 ! >/0* 0.782 // a 5 //3.5 
NH1 3.1 ON 15 27. 3 /No* 0-56, /( y 5-5 1/7.55 

isrox 12 oti N.5 N.2 l*IOb — /0 7 7 /0 7- 7 38 Jí «„// 
IÇIX. 22 oH /5.5 JÍS 3 *10* 2.5 !0 8 c log.o 
Nix 22 o/i /5-5 /7 a 3*/o* 2.73 /0 r /.5 /of./5 

22 oN /5-5 ãàJ 3 '¡o* 2.92 /0 ? 2 /09.2 
/ïvi 22 ..P'ï /5-5 ¿7.3 / X/ol 0 39 K 0 7 I/o ■ 9 

liol 23 0t¿ /7 /7.2 3 k/os 1.83 /0 5 7 /o5. 7 S' S Jt> Y\U II 
/Í/2 33 OI& /? /5.5 2 No* /.88 /0 5 5 /o5- 5 
till 23 018 /9 /7.8 3*/0S 2-25 IO 6 (..5 /0(,. 
IÍ32 13 OH /? 33.3 3*/0s i.n /0 b Í.5 /06. Í5 
/ÍVZ A3 0/B /9 27.3 2x/0* IS /0 7 _Z_ ../97- 7 

E is field strength as measured in db above 1 itV/m 
rfeter *003 

Figure 3 - Sample of data sheet used for recording field 
strength measurements 
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Figure 4 - Field strength normalized to 
a constant antenna current as a func¬ 
tion of distance from the NWC antenna 
operating with six panels at 14.2 kc/s 
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Figure 5 - Field strength normalized to 
a constant antenna current as a func¬ 
tion of distance from the NWC antenna 
operating with six panels at 15.5 kc/s 
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Figure 7 - Field strength normalized to 
a constant antenna current as a func¬ 
tion of distance from the NWC antenna 
operating with six panels at 22.3 kc/s 
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Figure 8 - Field strength normalized to 
a constant antenna current as a func¬ 
tion of distance from the NWC antenna 
operating with six panels at 27.3 kc/s 
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igure 10 - Field strength normalized 

Lnn anternna current as a func¬ 
tion of distance from the NWC antenna 
operating with five panels at 15.5 kc/s 
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Figure 11 - Field strength normalized 
to a constant antenna current as a func¬ 
tion of distance from the NWC antenna 
operating with five panels at 19.8 kc/s 
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Figure 13 - Field strength normalized 
to a constant antenna current as a func¬ 
tion of distance from the NWC antenna 
operating with five panels at 27.3 kc/s 
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